
Music of the Mind 

Sitting in a room with a rat offers a unique perspective on life. His whiskers extend from 

his cheeks to infinity; his beady eyes dot the sides of his petite face. A seemingly perplexed 

creature takes in his surroundings: Recording Room 302 of the McKnight Brain Institute. He 

props himself up on his hind legs and tail to form a tripod of sorts, looks left, looks right, then 

plunks back down as if to punctuate his stamp of approval. He isn’t the only one for whom day 

one of data collection is a novelty. Nitrile gloves stick to my palms as I too survey the array of 

computer screens before me, the wooden apparatus upon which the rat perches, and the stack of 

papers and manuals adorning the desktop. Smudged annotations in blue ink embellish the 

lengthy protocol I am following, reminding me to turn off the lights! and to screen capture the 

graphs of incoming data frequently. 

Lights off, programs on. A rainbow of twelve colored lines dances a rhythmical samba 

across the monitor in time with the Theta oscillations of his neurons. 

I shift my focus to absorb a living chiaroscuro. The white rat trots along his track in a 

black space lit only by twinkles of lights encircling his head. I envision the electrodes nestled 

deep in his brain conducting energy from active neurons. They shoot sparks of thought up 

through the implanted Microdrive into wires that rise from it, telegraphing electric pulses across 

the room and into the humming processor. 

The purple Neuralynx machine towers above me, its wires tangled and buttons alight. I 

turn a small knob to channel eleven. Always work down, evens first, then the odds back up, the 

protocol notes. I turn the knob again. Noise like the deliberate tearing apart of Velcro strips 

against a microphone fills the air; noise like the irregular hiss of static from a 1948 Zenith radio. 



But to me, the sounds are fine crackles of exhilaration – the spit, sputter, sparkle, swish of 

neurons firing in the CA1 region of the rat’s hippocampus. Waves which moments before were 

only visual suddenly become visceral. I smile, thinking that if the brain is a universe, I am 

hearing stars speak across the sky. 

I can’t say how long I sat there, listening to brain activity. I almost didn’t remember to 

screen capture the live graphs as data gathered on the monitor. Today, having glimpsed a unique 

perspective, I am still unable to stop the eager corners of my mouth from sneaking further 

towards my ears with each pop and fizzle of cell communication that I record in the lab. I simply 

can’t help but imagine the symphony of neurons firing as I reach out towards a switch on the 

wall, and the rhapsody of electric impulses necessary to move a muscle, to flick a finger. Lights 

on. And I’m sitting in a room with a rat. 


